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The second fracture was social. The religious institutes were 
implicitly based on a hierarchy that more or less reflected 
their social positions. This was especially the case in the 
mission congregations, which made a clear distinction bet-
ween their European and ‘native’ religious in both dress and 
nomenclature. In the context of decolonization, this was no 
longer tenable either theologically or politically. Unity and 
equality had to be fought for, in order to survive. The domino 
effect of this led to a chain reaction; this unification also had 
to be a cultural one. This in turn assumed questioning the 
requirement for the language of the universal Church to be 
Latin, or recognizing the Eastern Orthodox Church, as well 
as listening to the mission churches – a source of the aggior-
namento often overlooked by historians.

In the Western countries, the social aspect was also a strong 
one. The enclosure of the monasteries, even in its more flexi-
ble post-Vatican II form, became irreconcilable with the ideal 
of being ‘on the ground’, close to ‘the people’, both at home 
and abroad. Habits, previously symbolic of poverty, had be-
come emblems of the unimaginable wealth of the Church in 
many countries, as had extravagantly large abbeys.

The third line was generational. Young people were being 
steeped in society’s new ideas. The questioning of authority 
in the second half of the twentieth century had developed 
into an individualistic view of the world. The traditional 
hierarchical structure of the religious institutes gradually 
made way for an understanding of collectivity in which in-
dividual responsibility could have a chance. In some congre-
gations, such as the Petites Sœurs de l’Assomption, old ideas 
like being self-effacing, the impersonal and disengagement, 
became the subject of discussion under the influence of the 
‘personalism’ of Emmanuel Mounier and the writings of Jean 
Guitton, Louis Boyer and others. These communities chose to 
favour the ideal of discrete love for one’s neighbour, funda-
mental to their order, but with the effort of their whole perso-
nality and in dialogue with the other. At the same time in the 
profane world, a new pedagogy was evolving, whereby the 
demand was arising for more modern religious instruction. 
The old battle between supporters of evangelization through 
catechism or through the Bible reared its head again.

REFORM, NOT REVOLUTION!
THE SECOND VATICAN COUNCIL 
AND THE RELIGIOUS 

CÉCILE VANDERPELEN-DIAGRE

Fifty years after the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965), 
church historians and sociologists are still wondering 
just how much support it had. In particular, they are as-
king if the faith, the religious and the hierarchy experi-
enced the reforms as a rupture or if the reforms affirmed 
changes that had already been taking place or were ho-
ped for. In November 2014 an international colloquium 
was held in Rome specifically focussing on both male 
and female religious orders. The orders were ‘labora-
tories’, where reforming church structures had already 
been under discussion before the council. They also pro-
vided the council with many experts.

In Rome, the announcement of the Second Vatican Council 
came like a bolt from the blue. Although there had been at-
tempts to reopen the First Vatican Council (1870), everything 
seemed to be blocked in the 1950s under Pius XII. Initiatives 
to open the Church to modern ideas invariably fizzled out, 
one example being the condemnation of the worker priests 
in 1954. John XXIII was elected in 1958 by his colleagues 
as a ‘pope of transition’. Although not hostile to change, 
as a conservative, he looked certain to guarantee the esta-
blished order. Accordingly, no one expected that he would 
begin his pontificate by announcing a council, let alone 
taking the revolutionary step of asking all the bishops for 
their recommendations. Since the bishops were unfamiliar 
with this way of working, they answered very cautiously, 
often with disappointing words, but the initiative inspired 
religious communities the world over to consult and inqui-
re. Thousands of reports were written, which historians are 
now studying. From them emerges a general mood of hope, 
anticipation … and fear. 

The first conclusion that the researchers put forward at the 
colloquium is that there were great differences between the 
congregations as well as between the religious who drew up 
the reports.

The first major line of division was that between the male and 
female religious institutes. The sweeping social and political 
changes after the war had most strongly affected the nuns. 
Inspired by women’s increasing literacy, better education 
and professionalization and the training of laypeople by Ca-
tholic Action and the youth movements, they started to call 
for better education, to prepare them for an active and useful 
role in ‘real’ life. They were aware that the old family structu-
re and the traditional role of women were increasingly being 
called into question, although it would be premature to 
speak of feminism. The mentality was changing, and many 
nuns realized that they could not change the world, but their 
institutes needed to adapt. Appealing to the ‘the intellectual 
power of faith’, they were hoping to break through the male 
monopoly on theological and liturgical matters. Their voices 
were seldom heard, especially since at first not one female 
superior general had been invited to the council!

Opening session of the Second Vatican Council.
[KADOC, KFZ226/22;© G. Felici]
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Originally published in French on 30 November 2014 on 
the website Orela – Observatoire des religions et de la laï-
cité (CIERL / ULB) <http://www.o-re-la.org/index.php?op-
tion=com_k2&view=item&id=1062%3Ala-r%C3%A9novati-
on-ce-n%E2%80%99est-pas-la-r%C3%A9volution-le-conci-
le-vatican-ii-et-les-religieux&Itemid=85&lang=fr>.

[KADOC Nieuwsbrief 2015/1, 16-19]

On the other hand, there seems not to have been a real di-
vision between the congregations. There had been no cohe-
sion, no ‘party line’ among the Jesuits, the Dominicans and 
the Benedictines. The religious families, however, revealed 
themselves to be divided on the council. Groups and parties 
were formed according to geographical (nationality and dis-
tance from Rome) and generational affinities and to the de-
gree of commitment (such as a long stay in Rome). Moreover, 
some religious experienced a real ‘transformation’ at the 
council, that caused a fundamental shift in their world view. 

Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that little is known of 
exactly what the religious institutes received and knew about 
what took place at the council. The institutes based in Rome 
seem to have been the most up to date. Much more research 
still needs to be done about what was said and done in the 
general houses. It is clear, however, that there were phases 
in the reception of the council, and that journalists played 
a fundamental role in it. In France, for example, many Ca-
tholics were kept current on the council debates thanks to a 
journalist from La Croix, Fr Wenger. Thus it is quite conceiva-
ble that certain journalists had more influence on the effer-
vescent intellectual climate that the council created than the 
experts editing the council texts.

How the council was received was obviously also linked to 
how open and reform-minded the religious institutes had 
been before. The monks of the Maredsous abbey, for exam-
ple, had anticipated the aggiornamento and were already 
experimenting with reforms before the council. The Assump-
tionists, by contrast, were taken by surprise. Whatever the 
degree of anticipation was, the council caused a shock in 
many congregations that resulted in mass resignations from 
the orders. The large-scale debates brought to light latent 
fault lines and reinforced them. Besides the typical polariza-
tion between conservatives and reformers, there were other 
areas of tension: individual autonomy versus attachment to 
the congregation; autonomy of the congregation versus lo-
yalty to the Holy See; elitist semi-enclosure versus evangeli-
cal proximity to the people (the superiority complex towards 
laypeople); social engagement versus contemplation; activi-
ties aimed at all sectors of social life versus concentration on 
one’s own congregation and spirituality. However, Vatican II 
was not the only reason for the explosion of the old model. 
The previously mentioned individualism, the end of the gol-
den sixties, the sexual revolution and the consumer society 
also played decisive roles.

The consequences of the council were not always so explo-
sive – sometimes, they were the opposite. They took a long 
time to penetrate and in a sense, this process has not yet 
been completed. The conflict of council texts with canon law 
racked many a brain. Re-writing the constitutions of the re-
ligious institutes was only finished in the 1970s. The shared 
enthusiasm and the feeling of liberation at the coming to-
gether of the committees changed into an unpleasant feeling 
of ‘having gone too far’, which in the third phase led to a 
backlash. The Holy See was not immune to the swing of the 
pendulum. It would be a mistake, however, to see the Second 
Vatican Council as the funeral of Catholicism. The faith was 
adapted and brought forth a charismatic renewal and new 
churches. They are a direct result of one of the objectives of 
the council fathers: a return to the sources and the Gospel.

http://www.o-re-la.org/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=1062%3Ala-r%C3%A9novation-ce-n%E2%80%99est-pas-la-r%C3%A9volution-le-concile-vatican-ii-et-les-religieux&Itemid=85&lang=fr
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means that one can click from the description of a book in 
LIMO to a fiche in ODIS with biographical information about 
the author of the work. Also, one can sometimes click from 
an archival description in LIAS to a scan of the items.

If you have problems searching in the data banks or cannot 
immediately find what you are looking for, you can con-
tact the reading room online (https://kadoc.kuleuven.be/
contact). The staff will help you search the data banks, be-
cause often heritage is ‘hidden’ under broader descriptions. 
The staff can also consult with colleagues who have more 
specific expertise in heritage of religious institutes, mission 
archives or archives of artists and architects. In particular, 
the audiovisual collections are not completely catalogued 
online, due to their diversity (photos, glass plate negatives, 
albums, posters, cards, prints, audio tapes, films, videos, 
etc.). The website (https://kadoc.kuleuven.be/leeszaal/faq) 
also has tips for people searching for information about fam-
ily members or the history of their town or city.

Publications can be consulted in the reading room without 
an appointment. Archival items can be ordered online after 
making an account through LIAS (http://abs.lias.be/Query/
anmelden.aspx). Advance permission to consult the archives 
is required from the depositor or the head of Collection Man-
agement (Beheer en Behoud). To do this, fill in the online 
request form (https://kadoc.kuleuven.be/english/reading-
room/form_request) which will be processed by the reading- 
room staff. Archive dossiers can usually be consulted within 
14 days in the reading room and can be reserved for longer 
periods as well.

CONSULTING THE COLLECTIONS ONLINE

Much of the heritage items are already available for viewing 
through LIMO and LIAS; these are both born-digital materi-
als and digitized items. On the one hand, more and more is 
available. On the other hand, KADOC is investing in making 
historically interesting series and collections available which 
are more difficult to search through physically, through sys-
tematic digitization and long-term storage. In 2015 the com-
plete series of the parish paper Kerk en Leven (national and 
diocesan pages) and the historic publications of the mission 
congregation from Scheut were digitized, partly thanks to 
the financial sponsoring from the publishers involved. In the 
course of 2016 the publications will be available online. 

THE READING ROOM GOES VIRTUAL 
PATRICIA QUAGHEBEUR

In the last few years, KADOC has put a lot of work into 
its digital services, and now one can search through 
the various collections online, and virtually consult a 
great deal of heritage. In 2016 a total of 15,331 items were 
viewed online through LIAS (the digital depot). There 
were also 6,270 digital copies of articles, archival mate-
rial, posters, moving images, etc. forwarded by e-mail 
to readers without their having to pay a physical visit to 
the reading room. Every year, more than 665 questions 
are answered by e-mail involving information or repro-
duction, of which 12% are from outside the country.

The average reader’s expectations of digital services have 
been considerably raised. They prefer to instantly consult 
any book or file on their tablet or laptop. The challenge for 
the heritage and archival institutions is thus a daunting one. 
KADOC has developed a digital policy calling for systematic 
investment in professional cataloguing instruments, a me-
thodical digitization and durable preservation of core col-
lections in a digital depot. We are observing that this policy 
has meant that the KADOC heritage collections are consulted 
more by foreign researchers, and are increasingly often em-
bedded in museums and audiovisual productions over the 
border.

EXPLORING THE COLLECTIONS AND REQUESTING 
HERITAGE ITEMS ONLINE 

Readers can find the most important access portals to the 
collections on the KADOC website (https://kadoc.kuleuven.
be/). The LIMO catalogue (http://limo.libis.be/primo_li-
brary/libweb/action/search.do?vid=KADOC) has detailed in-
formation about all print and digital publications preserved 
at KADOC. LIAS (http://abs.lias.be/Query/suchinfo.aspx) 
provides a complete overview of all inventoried archives kept 
at KADOC. Readers can leaf or scroll through the inventories 
using the tree structure. LIAS also has a powerful search box 
with which a full-text search can be done down to dossier 
level in archive descriptions, which is very convenient for 
someone looking for archival items about a politician, mis-
sionary or a municipality. For concise historical information 
about individuals, organizations, periodicals, buildings, etc. 
it is best to consult the ODIS databank. For example, starting 
with the organization fiche of the CD&V party (http://www.
odis.be/lnk/OR_4189) one can click through to the biograph-
ical fiches of Flemish Christian Democratic members of Par-
liament with a list of their political mandates, as well as to an 
overview of periodicals and congress reports published since 
1945 by CVP/CD&V. Starting with a parish fiche, not only can 
a list of priests be accessed, but the researcher will also find 
information about the history of the church, its construction 
and interior (stained-glass windows, murals) and references 
to the parish archives. Information about historical and cur-
rent organizations of ethnic and cultural minorities – includ-
ing Islamic, Protestant and Jewish associations – can be con-
sulted through ODIS (http://www.odis.be/hercules/search2.
php?histid=1000674). These data banks, which meet inter-
national standards, make the various KADOC collections 
available in an integrated way. In more concrete terms, this 

The KADOC reading room.

http://limo.libis.be/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=KADOC
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aleph08.libis.kuleuven.be:8881/R?RN=371717224). With a 
simple e-mail, high-resolution digital copies can be acquired 
for publication or an exhibition. Besides a small duplication 
fee, there is a right-of-use fee. The propaganda films and tel-
evision broadcasts by CVP/CD&V (http://abs.lias.be/Query/
detail.aspx?id=61872) and other civil-society organizations, 
such as the ACW (workers’ association), the Boerenbond 
(farmers’ association), and middle-class and youth organ-
izations, provide brilliant ‘slice of life’ moments for docu-
mentary makers and museums wanting to integrate moving 
images in their exhibits everywhere. Either fragments from 
the wealth of film collections of mission congregations were 
also used as part of documentaries about cinemas in Kin-
shasa. 

The expansion of the ‘virtual’ reading room is being com-
pleted step by step, but it already offers many opportunities 
for exploring and consulting KADOC’s various heritage col-
lections ‘by remote’. If you have any questions, feel free to 
contact the reading room at http://kadoc.kuleuven.be/con-
tact.

[KADOC Nieuwsbrief, 2015/2, 16-22; updated]

Archive items and audiovisual collections are being digitized 
systematically and ‘on demand’. You can click from the in-
ventories in LIAS to a digital document, such as a scan of or-
der books with photos and prints pasted in, from the studio 
of the stained-glass artist Casier (http://abs.lias.be/Query/
detail.aspx?id=32022), a hand-drawn map of the Scheutist 
missions (http://abs.lias.be/Query/detail.aspx?ID=476693) 
or a photo of the Van Duyse-Blanchaert building site in 
Lokeren from 1892 (http://abs.lias.be/Query/detail.aspx-
?id=732559). Using ‘search within a field’ by description ‘dig-
ital copy’ you can find all the already-digitized components 
in LIAS.

KADOC is making more and more born-digital magazines, 
annual reports and publications available through LIMO. It 
has now also acquired some born-digital archives from civ-
il-society organizations and inventoried them through LIAS. 
Once the 30-year period has expired, these digital archives 
will also be searchable through LIAS. An archive consultant 
will support organizations in optimizing their digital docu-
ment management on site and the transfer to KADOC. Ba-
sic tips for digital document management can be found (in 
Dutch) on the web page (https://kadoc.kuleuven.be/advies/
digitaal-erfgoed).

Most readers are not aware that making collections digital-
ly available requires massive investments. Scanning work 
must be meticulously prepared by archivists who inventory 
(creating the metadata), pack and label the items. Next the 
items are digitized at KADOC or by outside companies. This 
is precision work, since the descriptions must match the dig-
ital copies in LIAS. However, the cost of software servers and 
storage-capacity rental is often not feasible for a small insti-
tution. For this reason, KADOC works with partners within 
LIAS (LIBIS-KU Leuven and University archives of KU Leu-
ven) (http://www.lias.be/) and with VIAA (Flemish Institute 
for Archiving) (http://viaa.be/en), giving priority to process-
ing collections which are easily damaged by multiple con-
sultations, such as posters, photo albums, maps or media 
which are difficult to play on today’s technology. VIAA has 
digitilized practically all audiocassettes, U-matic cassettes, 
Betacam SPs, Digital Betacam cassettes and films from the 
KADOC collection affected by vinegar syndrome.

SCANNING ON DEMAND SERVICE

KADOC also offers a scanning on demand service. In 2016, 
this online service helped at least 109 readers without their 
having to physically come to the reading room. These peo-
ple are often foreign researchers interested in a few concrete 
items from a particular dossier. For a small fee, these items 
can be scanned and a scan sent by e-mail, of course with 
the permission of the depositor (https://kadoc.kuleuven.be/
english/readingroom/form_request). Depositors also like to 
use the service if they need to find old membership lists or 
biographical information about committee/board members 
for celebrations. Architects’ offices often request digital cop-
ies of plans as part of the process of renovation or conversion 
of former or current monastery buildings, for example, or 
copies of designs for stained-glass windows or murals with 
an eye to restoring church interiors. Local-history circles are 
often interested in photos of local historical figures, pro-
cessions or religious communities they find in LIAS (http://

http://aleph08.libis.kuleuven.be:8881/R?RN=371717224
http://aleph08.libis.kuleuven.be:8881/R?RN=371717224
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often attributed to a lack of spatial planning, recent research 
in urban architecture places greater emphasis on how hous-
ing policy, regional economic development, the construction 
of transport infrastructure and the advent of recreational 
infrastructure implicitly helped shape the country’s spatial 
design. The ideological dimension of spatial planning, and 
in particular the impact of a Catholic view of the individual 
and the world on planning concepts, must still be studied on 
a large scale. Nonetheless, the urban condition was still an 
important subject of study and of discussion among Catho-
lics. The project attempts to meet this need for additional 
research. Pillarization, secularization and modernization 
are important themes that are dealt with. The relationship 
between urbanization and religion is amply discussed from 
the standpoint of secularization, in which suburban neigh-
bourhoods are presented as foci of modernization. However, 
this conception is increasingly being questioned. This pro-
ject aims to contribute to a more nuanced understanding of 
the suburban space. 

Domus Dei was founded in the archdiocese in 1952 to meet 
the growing demand for new church buildings in new neigh-
bourhoods. Following the example of other countries, Do-
mus Dei provided organizational and financial support to 
new parishes. The expansion of parish infrastructure came 
more or less to a standstill by the mid-1970s. The current ar-
chitectural and historical research on post-war church build-
ings in Belgium is focused mainly on the most unique cases, 

BUILDING PARISHES IN THE 
PERIPHERY 
RELIGION AND THE BUILT ENVIRON-
MENT IN BELGIUM, 1945-1975
EVA WEYNS

In 1969, Fannes, the secretary of Domus Dei, the 
church-architecture organization of the archdiocese 
of Mechelen (Malines)-Brussels, wrote in its magazine: 
“Earlier church architecture, as a separate world within 
the world, was not only an expression of an other-world-
ly piety, but also played a significant role in the process 
of alienation. It is of the utmost importance for modern 
church architecture to instead be an expression of the 
integration of Church and World, and to have a positive 
influence on this integration.” Fannes is referring here 
to the major transformations that church architecture in 
Belgium underwent after the Second World War and the 
altered relationship between church architecture and 
the surrounding environment.

This evolution was closely connected to a change of mental-
ity in the Catholic community and to far-reaching reforms 
within the Church following the Second Vatican Council 
(1962-1965). Moreover, the increasing prosperity in the post-
war period also set off rapid changes in the Belgian land-
scape. New residential neighbourhoods were constructed in 
continually expanding urban peripheries, spurred by indus-
trialization and an evident housing shortage. In the wake of 
this increasing urban sprawl, the Catholic Church increased 
the density of its parochial landscape. Appreciable efforts 
were made to provide the many new parishes with their own 
churches, schools, parish halls and youth centres. The con-
struction of a new parish church in a new neighbourhood 
marked the start of the development of a new Christian com-
munity there. In an age of cultural revolution, social eman-
cipation and rising secularization, the Church continued the 
material expansion of its parishes. In the research project 
Catholic Territories we are studying the underlying mecha-
nisms and strategies of this considerable expansion of the 
parochial infrastructure.

This research project studies how religion makes use of ar-
chitecture and spatial planning to ensure a religious pres-
ence in the urbanized areas. In particular, it analyses how the 
Catholic Church dealt with suburban development between 
1945 and 1975 in Belgium. Collaboration between the Archi-
tecture faculty of the KU Leuven (Sven Sterken) and KADOC 
(Jan De Maeyer and Peter Heyrman) enabled the project to 
start in the spring of 2015, supported by stimulus financing 
from KU Leuven. The project will produce a doctoral disser-
tation (Eva Weyns) and is being supervised by a broad-based 
advisory council and a team of international experts. To give 
additional support to the intellectual efforts required, an in-
ternational workshop will also be held in 2017.

CATHOLIC TERRITORIALITY

In terms of urban architecture, the twentieth century in Bel-
gium was characterized by a general sprawl, only partly con-
centrated around historical urban centres. Although this is 

Domus Dei poster, ca. 1964. 
[Malines, Archives of the Archdiocese Mechelen-Brussels]
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cies, we called on ODIS, the online database for intermediary 
structures, after which the data was validated using diocesan 
yearbooks. For information about newly built parish church-
es and chapels, we consulted the existing inventory Thema-
tische inventarisatie 20ste-eeuwse kerken (2008) for Flanders 
and the comprehensive study Kerkgebouwen in Brussel. Een 
rijk erfgoed met alternatieve gebruiksmogelijkheden (2014). 
Mapping out these cases showed that most parishes were 
founded in the outskirts of Antwerp or Brussels, although 
there were also newly founded parishes spread out over the 
rest of the study area. 

In addition to analysing the territory of the archdiocese of 
Mechelen-Brussels and the diocese of Antwerp, we will study 
two other levels of scale. On the one hand, we will zoom out 
to social processes that transcended the diocesan bounda-
ries. For example, an attempt will be made to acquire better 
insight into the expertise that was developed in the field of 
religious sociology about urbanization and the parish. On 
the other hand, we will zoom in by looking at 20 representa-
tive case studies, selected from the total of 94 identified par-
ishes, to gain insight into the spatial and social processes 
that guided the building of parochial infrastructure.

the influence of a modernist formal language, the impact of 
the liturgical movement on the design and the transforma-
tion of the type of church (monumental or liturgical church 
buildings and community centres). Nonetheless, parishes 
also have extensive infrastructures for social and cultural 
activities. In our research we aim precisely to discuss the 
parish infrastructure in its abundance and diversity. With its 
own infrastructure, a parish is the smallest structuralizing 
element in the territorial organization of the Catholic faith. 
Starting in the 1950s, however, there was more and more crit-
icism of this territorial approach to pastoral care, for exam-
ple from the perspective of the up-and-coming discipline of 
sociology of religion. With a continually more mobile church 
community, parish borders were more easily crossed on a 
Sunday. Since the Church also held onto this territorial ap-
proach to the parish, it remains an overarching theme in the 
research. However, we will examine whether, and to what 
extent, the external criticism had an impact.

APPROACH OF THE RESEARCH

The project is based on the following central research ques-
tion: to what extent did the Roman Catholic Church develop 
a conscious strategy to ensure a religious presence in the 
rapidly urbanizing environment? To evaluate this, we ini-
tially focus our research on the characteristics of these new 
parishes in the new neighbourhoods. How did the Church 
present itself in the space? How did the Catholic Church 
create structure in suburban neighbourhoods with its pa-
rochial architecture structure? In what way(s) did ideolog-
ical differences lead to contradictions in spatial planning? 
Our hypothesis is that the post-war expansion of parochial 
infrastructure made a crucial contribution to the country’s 
decentralized spatial development. To study this building 
practice in more depth, we examine how the presence of the 
Catholic Church in the built environment was influenced by 
the various parties involved, the social context, the public 
debate about the themes of church architecture and urban 
planning, and the development of expertise on urban issues 
in the Catholic milieu.

Our analysis focuses on the archdiocese of Mechelen-Brus-
sels and the diocese of Antwerp, which formed a unit until 
1961. The research has already indicated that between 1945 
and 1975, no less than 94 parishes and chaplaincies were 
founded in the two dioceses. All were provided with a new 
parish church or chapel. To list these parishes and chaplain-

Model of the Christ Ressuscité church in Tubize, designed by 
J. Ellenberger, ca. 1957. 
[Malines, Archives of the Archdiocese Mechelen-Brussels]

Map of the diocese of Antwerp and the archdiocese of Meche-
len-Brussels showing the parishes and chaplaincies founded 
between 1945 and 1975 in which a new parish church or chapel 
was built in the same period. 

Parish 
Chaplaincy

DIOCESE OF ANTWERP

ARCHDIOSESE OF 
MECHELEN-BRUSSELS

VICARIATE OF 
FLEMISCH BRABANT

VICARIATE OF 
WALLOON BRABANT

VICARIATE OF 
BRUSSELS
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A NETWORK OF ACTORS

Archival research is currently being done for the in-depth 
analysis of the case studies. We are investigating how the 
establishment of parishes and the construction of parish 
churches were negotiated. Who took part in the negotia-
tions? How did those involved consult with each other in 
the consultations? A wide range of source materials can be 
consulted for this analysis, such as correspondence in par-
ish archives, parish dossiers in diocesan archives, planning 
materials in architectural archives and special zoning plans 
in municipal archives. 

The archival research already done has enabled us to make 
a preliminary sketch of the extensive network of actors in-
volved in the material development of new parishes. The 
negotiations in the various cases were concentrated around 
three key documents, which documented the intentions of 
the various parties involved. First, a Royal Decree officially 
confirmed the founding of a new parish. The new parish’s 
territorial sphere of influence was discussed beforehand be-
tween the priests in question and the diocese about the par-
ish boundaries. It was not unusual to get advice from centres 
of expertise such as the Centre de recherches socio-religieu- 
ses de Bruxelles. Second, the diocese had to consult with 
municipal and provincial authorities and their urban archi-
tects to give the new church building a suitable place in the 
municipal and regional development plans. A comparison 
of different parishes showed clearly that the involvement of 
actors in this planning process was dependent on the degree 
of urbanization. The high point of the process was the de-
signing of the parish church, which could only be built after 
running a lengthy administrative gauntlet, with diocesan 
committees, various levels of policy makers and the Royal 
Commission of Monuments and Sites still able to dispute the 
design. It must be said that these parties also controlled sub-
sidies for building churches. In addition, contributions from 
the local parish community and collections by Domus Dei 
were also necessary. 

More in-depth analysis of these concrete examples of com-
pleted parish infrastructure, supplemented with additional 
literature and source research, will enable the research on 
the interaction between church and neighbourhood to be 
further elaborated. 

[KADOC Nieuwsbrief, 2015/3, 4-10; updated]

Plan of the St Pius X church in Wilrijk by architects P. Meekels 
and L. Wouters, 1961. 
[Wilrijk, Parish archives of St. Pius X]
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or factory relatively quickly and cheaply. A great many his-
toric monastery/nunnery complexes were saved from demo-
lition in this way. In a number of cases, the buildings could 
be used again by a religious order. In the young Belgian 
state, new and old religious houses flourished and regularly 
moved into one of the rescued former complexes, a choice 
that naturally had a strong symbolic connotation with ‘re-
storing the old order’.

THE REDISTRIBUTED CITY 

The project attempts to further explain this complex process 
of urban transformation. It combines an urban and archi-
tectural-history approach with the use of modern research 
methods from geographic information science (GIS). The 
four-year FWO doctoral project is being conducted at the 
KU Leuven. The supervisory committee consists of supervi-
sor Thomas Coomans (KU Leuven) and co-supervisors Jan 
De Maeyer (KADOC-KU Leuven), Inge Bertels (VUB) and Tom 
Verschaffel (KU Leuven). 

The research question is a dual one. First: what were the 
mechanisms of the reuse and redevelopment of the former 
city-centre monasteries? Several scenarios for repurposing 
and redevelopment will be formulated. These scenarios will 
be examined systematically; for each of them, we will look 
at which actors played which parts, whether there were ge-
ographical differences between the cities and if there were 
any shifts over time. In addition, these repurposing and re-
development scenarios will be tested against their concrete 
material characteristics. We expect that aspects of the build-
ing, as well as its size, morphology and especially its loca-
tion played an important part. 

The second question is: how did the concept of ‘heritage’ 
play a part in preserving the inner-city monasteries? The 
institutional ideal of preserving buildings because of their 
beauty or historical value, which actually originated during 
the French Revolution, took a great leap forwards with the 
founding of the Royal Commission of Monuments in 1835. 
Were arguments for preserving the monasteries because of 
their beauty or historical value of any significance in the pe-
riod before the Commission’s founding? To what extent were 
the monastery sites a topic for the new Commission? 

The research has a comparative design and surpasses the 
monographic level of separate monastery histories. All the 
abolished monastery sites – about 100 – in the three case cit-

URBAN MONASTERIES IN BELGIUM
URBAN TRANSFORMATION FOLLOWING 
THE LATE-18TH-CENTURY ABOLITION 
OF CLOISTERED ORDERS 
REINOUT KLAARENBEEK

In today’s cities, the only evidence of former convents 
or monasteries is often street names. The cities in what 
is now Belgium had an extraordinarily high religious 
density until well into the eighteenth century. It was not 
unusual for one-seventh of a city’s area to belong to re-
ligious institutes. At the end of the century, changes in 
ideas about religion and state resulted in the abolition 
of nearly all the orders in the Southern Netherlands. But 
what happened to their many valuable real properties? 
This is the central question in the research project ‘The 
Redistributed City: Urban Transformations and Herita-
gization after the Secularization of Belgium’s City Mon-
asteries/Convents’.

The abolition of the cloistered orders (1773-1796) was a very 
dramatic event. Some large urban sites of the former monas-
teries became building sites. With the destruction of many 
of their churches, centuries-old points of reference in the 
city disappeared. The city of the Ancien Régime with its ver-
tical accents made way for the modern city, which with its 
neoclassical, rational architecture was an expression of the 
Enlightenment world view. This transformation did not oc-
cur overnight, and it was anything but complete. Although 
the Austrian and French governments had the power to force 
religious to lay down their habits, they neither could nor 
wanted to decree that these urban structures with their re-
ligious signatures, created over centuries, would have to be 
replaced.

The repurposing and redevelopment of the monasteries after 
the abolition of the orders took place during an extremely dy-
namic period in the history of what is now Belgium. Indus-
trialization was developing, making itself more and more 
evident in and around the historic cities and increasing pres-
sure on the existing infrastructure. Factories, warehouses 
and new housing (for both the swelling masses of labourers 
and the nouveau riche) competed for priority in the limited 
urban space. The secularization of social services also created 
demand for new urban facilities. Administrative reforms and 
modernization led to rising demand for new buildings. Add to 
this the political instability as a consequence of the continual 
changes of power (under Austria until 1794, the French Re-
public until 1815, the Kingdom of the Netherlands until 1830 
and after 1830 the Kingdom of Belgium) and it is clear how 
greatly subject to large-scale changes the Belgian cities were. 

What was the role of the secularized monasteries in this pro-
cess? That is the central question in this study. A first look 
at historical maps and literature tells us that very often, the 
buildings were demolished to make way for new buildings, 
streets and squares. However, at the same time, various par-
ties saw opportunities for a new use of the monastery build-
ings. After the necessary modifications, monastery churches 
and other buildings could be made suitable for another use, 
such as a barracks, courthouse, school, library, orphanage 

Demolition of the Jesuit church in Brussels, watercolour from 1812. 
[KADOC, Jesuit archives – Belgian and Flemish province]



SCHOOLS IN THE FORMER MONASTERIES 
One of the repurposing scenarios is accommodating an edu-
cational institution in the former monasteries. The abolition 
of mainstream education at the end of the eighteenth century 
went hand in hand with the founding of new state institutions. 
This made sense, since the banning of the Jesuits (1773) and 
the Augustinians (1796) had created a vacuum in education 
that needed to be filled. The results of an exploratory study of 
the way in which the former monastery buildings continued 
to play a role in education were presented on 4 November 2015 
during the international congress ‘From sacred city to secular 
town, urban dynamics and new memories’ in Lisbon. 

The research unequivocally showed how important the sec-
ularized monastic complexes had been for housing the new 
state schools. There was not by definition a continuation of 
the educational function in the newly available Jesuit and 
Augustinian buildings, but this did sometimes occur. While 
the Jesuit colleges often survived and often were given a new 
educational function, the college buildings of the Augustin-
ians in all three cities were demolished to make room for di-
verse urban developments such as new roads (Brussels) and 
a market square (Antwerp), or left undeveloped (Bruges). 
The Jesuit college in Brussels was converted into the pres-
tigious Theresian College. An interesting set of plans shows 
the intended albeit ultimately not executed transformation 
of the monastery church into a library. But more often, other 
monasteries were used to house the new state schools. 

ies studied (the historical centres of Brussels, Antwerp and 
Bruges) will be covered in the study so that it will be possible 
to study trends and tendencies. Together, these monasteries 
form a diverse collection, varying by gender and apostolate 
and spanning extremely old and wealthy urban abbeys (such 
as St Michael’s in Antwerp) to extremely small convents 
(such as the many set up by the Sisters of the Third Order 
of St Francis). What do they have in common? Their archi-
tecture, which facilitated a shared, secluded religious life, 
also facilitated the abrupt secularization and subsequent 
integration of these buildings in the dynamic urban fabric. 

A study using this many cases as well as the abundant extant 
source material requires a strategic approach and appropri-
ate research instruments. First of all, a database was devel-
oped in which every repurposing/redevelopment was sys-
tematically recorded. The database is linked to a geographic 
information system (GIS), which allows the information in 
the database to be projected onto the reconstructed histor-
ical map. These visualizations allow spatial aspects of the 
‘after-life’ to be revealed. In the same GIS, every step of the 
evolution of the former monastery buildings and changes to 
the land parcels is reconstructed step by step, using series 
of sequential historical maps. A more traditional historical 
source analysis, primarily of the archives of the Royal Com-
mission for Monuments, will be employed for the second re-
search question.

Reallocation of the former site of the abbey of St Michael in Ant-
werp, plan from 1801. 
[Brussels, State Archives of Belgium: Maps and Plans]
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second half of the 19th century, when the importance of the 
monastery buildings thereby diminished.

Now, like a piece of the puzzle, only one function has been 
worked out. Our expectation is that the monasteries also 
played a part for other government and private functions. 
The picture will become clearer, of course, as our knowledge 
of the different types of re-use increases and the database de-
velops. The next phase will therefore be characterized by a 
continued gathering of information in the archives and in the 
literature. In the context of seminars in the bachelor’s and 
master’s engineering/architecture programmes and art histo-
ry at KU Leuven and the history programme at the KU Leuven 
Kortrijk campus, students are also involved in the research. 
In short, there is much work being done on the fascinating 
theme of the ‘afterlife’ of monastery sites. To be continued …

[KADOC Nieuwsbrief 2015/4, 4-8; updated]

The archival documents from the Austrian-age Commission 
Royale d’études, the French départements, municipal public 
services and other sources show a wide range of arguments 
for the choice to locate a state school in a former monastery. 
They involve the finances for the set-up of the school, the 
location of the school “in the most beautiful part of the city” 
and the characteristics of the built and non-built monastery 
site: “we observe that the location should be large, airy, and 
be isolated as much as possible”. Often the choice of location 
led to a long exchange of correspondence with other inter-
ested parties about the use of the state property in question 
(often for military functions). However, as well-reasoned as 
the arguments were, the administrative instability resulting 
from the regime changes meant that the schools potentially 
‘going adrift’. The map of Bruges illustrates this phenome-
non, in which one secularized monastery after another was 
used. No new school buildings were constructed until the 

Secondary state education in former monasteries in Bruges. 
[Source: author]
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of January/February 1960, which set the date of independen-
ce as 30 June of that year. From within the Eyskens cabinet, 
advisor De Meyer followed developments in Congo: the po-
wer struggle between President Joseph Kasavubu and Prime 
Minister Patrice Lumumba, the latter’s deposition, the inter-
ventions by Belgium and the UN, the secession of Katanga, 
the role of the United States and much more, are amply do-
cumented by policy papers and telegrams.

De Meyer worked as an advisor to other cabinets as well: 
Cultural Affairs (Harmel, 1958-1959), Civil Service (Harmel, 
1960-1961), Internal Affairs and Civil Service (Gilson, 1961-
1965) and Justice (Wigny, 1965-1968). He followed, among 
others, the dossiers about the reforms by the Council of State 
and civil service, but mainly supervised constitutional mat-
ters and the quality of proposed legislation. He briefly held 
office as a co-opted senator from March 1980-October 1981. 
His expertise must have improved the quality of state reforms 
and brought them up to cruising speed. As a consequence of 
the (then) dual mandate, he also had a seat in the Cultural 
Council for the Dutch-speaking Community and from Octo-
ber 1980 in the Flemish Council, which was succeeded by 
the current Flemish Parliament. De Meyer’s scepticism of the 
state reform and his critical mind and straightforwardness 
could however not be reconciled with the political develop-
ments in general and the party discipline in particular. This 
episode left relatively few traces in the archives.

De Meyer’s interest in and expertise with human rights are 
abundantly documented in the archives. This theme was  
something he often brought up in his lectures at a point 
when it was not at all common in the public debate. He re-
presented Belgium from 1967 to 1973 on the Committee of 
Human Rights Experts within the Council of Europe. There 
is a good supply of committee documents in the archives. In 
1986, Emeritus De Meyer was elected to represent Belgium 
as a judge at the European Court for Human Rights in Stras-
bourg, a position he held until 1998.

The De Meyer archives also contain many more personal 
documents about his education and career, his law prac-
tice (until the early 1950s) and about the interviews and  

BETWEEN ALMA MATER AND SOCIETY 
ARCHIVES JAN DE MEYER

GODFRIED KWANTEN

Jan De Meyer (1921-2014) was an eminent and passio-
nate jurist and professor at the KU Leuven for 35 years. 
He taught a variety of subjects there, but his name was 
primarily connected to the Constitutional Law colle-
ge. From 1971 to 1974 he was dean of the law faculty. De 
Meyer was also extremely committed to social causes 
from an early age, and active in various areas of socie-
ty. His archives, transferred to KADOC by his family over 
the course of 2015, illustrate this social commitment 
considerably more than they do his academic career. A 
few capita selecta from these rich if somewhat ruffled 
personal archives will make this clear.

The roots of De Meyer’s engagement were in the scouting 
movement. In Mechelen, where he was born and lived, he 
became leader of the troop known as ‘16de Mechelen Paul 
Schroetergroep’. He took a leadership position in Scouting 
at national level, and would become a committed ally of the 
Flemish movement leader and controversial general com-
missioner Maurits Van Haegendoren. The archives also con-
tain dossiers of Rita Smets (1921-1986), who supervised the 
Mechelen Girl Guides, and who would become his wife. In 
May 1940, the German invasion turned De Meyer’s student 
life rudely upside down. Like many recruits of his age, he had 
to move to France at the government’s request. He landed in 
an unsightly hamlet in the south of France in a ‘CRAB’, or 
Centre de Recrutement de l’Armée Belge. Boy Scout leader 
De Meyer could use his talents to the fullest here, becoming 
‘commandant’ of the 513th Company in the 17th CRAB. He 
got the provisioning put in place, took on the bookkeeping 
and organized activities to break the tedium.

Immediately after the Second World War, De Meyer became 
a lawyer at the Mechelen bar. As a ‘promising trainee’, he 
was assigned to defend persons suspected of collaborating 
with the enemy. This resulted in dozens of dossiers involving 
minor crimes. One of them stands out due to its size and tho-
roughness, namely that of Ward Hermans, VNV member of 
Parliament in 1939 and in the beginning of the war, co-foun-
der of the Flemish SS. His writings and letters to and from his 
family and his young lawyer have been preserved. In 1946, 
the Mechelen court-martial sentenced Hermans to death in 
absentia, with the sentence becoming life imprisonment the 
year after.

As early as 1952 De Meyer was cutting back on his legal work, 
determined to have an academic career, first as an instruc-
tor at the Leuven Faculty of Economic and Social Sciences, 
and soon thereafter at the Law Faculty, where in 1956 he was 
made a professor. Perhaps from having taught ‘Legislation of 
Belgian Congo’, he developed an unusual interest in the colo-
ny. He was part of the ‘Marzorati Group’, where people such 
as Jef Van Bilsen were proposing Congolese independence at 
a time when it was not under discussion in either Belgium 
or Congo. As a cabinet staff member under Prime Minister 
Eyskens, De Meyer would also take part in the Round Table 

Ward Hermans with his lawyer De Meyer.
[Private collection]
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lectures he gave. In addition, they shed light on the many 
circles in which he moved, in academic, legal and political 
worlds, at both national and international levels. The inten-
sity and volume of his communication, as well as the speed 
and result-driven quality of his communication (by letter or 
his bakelite telephone) are astonishing in today’s internet 
age.

The De Meyer archives were made accessible through a 
placement list and can be consulted with permission from 
the depositor.

[KADOC Nieuwsbrief 2015/4, 16-19]

De Meyer (left) on the way to Congo, 1957.
[Private collection]
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Vera Hajtó wrote a PhD thesis on the Belgian-Hungarian 
children’s campaign between 1923 and 1927: Milk Sauce and 
Paprika: Migration, Childhood and Memories of the Interwar 
Belgian-Hungarian Child Relief Project. Leuven: Leuven Uni-
versity Press, 2016. 

[KADOC Nieuwsbrief, 2016/1, 4-7]

THE ‘LITTLE HUNGARIANS’
BELGIAN-HUNGARIAN CHILDREN’S 
CAMPAIGNS 

VERA HAJTÓ AND ROELAND HERMANS

From 7 March until 29 May 2016, KADOC brought a for-
gotten history back in the spotlights with the exhibition 
De ‘Hongaartjes’. Belgisch-Hongaarse kinderacties (The 
‘Little Hungarians’. Belgian-Hungarian children’s cam-
paigns). 

The first children’s campaign began in 1923, in response to 
the terrible conditions under which many children in post-
World War One Hungary were growing up. Having lost the 
war, Hungary had to relinquish two-thirds of its territory un-
der the treaty of Trianon (1920). This made many Hungari-
ans a minority in Czechoslovakia, Rumania or Yugoslavia. 
They migrated to Budapest and other major cities in Hun-
gary, where they faced sky-high inflation, unemployment, 
poor-quality housing and food shortages.

The best solution seemed to be to let the children ‘recuper-
ate’ in Western Europe. The Hungarian League for Child Pro-
tection in Budapest concerned itself with selecting, provid-
ing medical checkups to and sending the weakened children 
off to Belgium. On the Belgian side, the Hongaarsch Kinder- 
werk organization, whose patron was Cardinal Mercier, 
found suitable host families. Similar organizations were 
working in other countries.

Between 1923 and 1927, more than forty special trains, the 
‘kindertreinen’, ultimately brought 20,000 Hungarian chil-
dren to all the possible host cities in Flanders and to a lesser 
extent Wallonia. The children went to school, took commun-
ion and were implicated in the propaganda for the children’s 
campaign. After six months, their stay was over, at least ac-
cording to the official guidelines. In practice, children some-
times stayed longer, went back and forth between the two 
countries, or never even returned to Hungary. There are as 
many life stories as there were children.

The same occurred during the second children’s campaign 
(1946-1948), again a response to the social and economic 
circumstances in which Hungary found itself after the Sec-
ond World War. Caritas Catholica provided a thousand chil-
dren temporary shelter with Belgian host families. That this 
campaign remained so much smaller in scale than the first 
campaign had everything to do with Hungary’s Communist 
authorities, who soon after the campaign began refused to 
allow any more children to depart.

The exhibition presented the story of the two campaigns us-
ing a wide range of heritage items often from carefully kept 
family collections. Interviews with several ‘little Hungarians’ 
who remained in Belgium gave a glimpse of the experience 
of this history. A booklet with the same title has been pub-
lished in the series KADOC/Expo inspired by the exhibition.

Identity certificate of Margit Faron (1926).
[Zoersel, Lionel Vandenberghe]

Róza and Erzsébet Ludvig with their host family in Evergem.
[Arc-Wattripont, Willem Suys]

Béla Szabó (in the middle) with his host brothers, ca. 1947.
[Heestert, Blockx family]

http://upers.kuleuven.be/nl/book/9789462700789
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of his life’. In a still pure and unspoiled wilderness, the no-
ble-hearted Salish were ready to hear his message. De Smet’s 
dreams of a revival of the reduction system used by his sev-
enteenth-century predecessors in Paraguay could come true 
here. With the help of a growing host of colleagues, De Smet 
managed to build up a network of missions. 

However, along with the earliest successes came the first 
cracks in the foundations. De Smet was always travelling, 
continually in search of new tribes to convert. His local con-
freres did not have it easy. Many converts returned to their 
carefree hunting lifestyle. In addition, a new age was dawn-
ing. The area where the Indians were living was inundated 
with colonists and men driven to find gold. Time passed De 
Smet and his romantic ideas by; he was obliged to abandon 
his missions and retire to Saint Louis.

From this vantage point, he could observe the drastic chang-
es that were taking place in the West. The Indians saw the 
bison, upon which their lives depended, vanishing rapidly 
from their hunting grounds. In desperation, they unburied 
their hatchets. Now there was a new role for De Smet. As an 
advocate and confidant of the Indians, he did all he could 
to bring about peace. His romantic dream of an Indian king-
dom of God for the Salish and their neighbours gave way to 
realism and pragmatism. Preserving the Indian traditions 
and culture became less urgent that simply finding a way to 
survive. To do so meant ending the struggle and settling for 
the remaining bits of their land. Thus, the second phase of 
his life for De Smet was on political territory, both with the 
Plateau Indians, to the west of the Rocky Mountains, and 
the dreaded Sioux in the Plains. Nevertheless he remained 
a missionary to the core, although his dream of founding a 
mission among the Sioux would only be achieved by his suc-
cessors. 

The exhibition ended not with De Smet’s death, but with a 
look forwards to what happened to his ‘beloved’ Indians. 
They were condemned to beggary and confined to reserva-
tions. The government’s motto was ‘Kill the Indian, save the 
man’. The Indians had to give up their identity completely, to 
stay ‘out of the picture’ as it were, and blend into white-dom-
inated American society. It should not be surprising then 
that after the occupation of Wounded Knee in 1973, the In-
dians were ‘rediscovered’, especially in Europe. There were 

THE CALL OF THE ROCKIES 
PIERRE JEAN DE SMET 
AND THE INDIAN TRAGEDY

LUC VINTS

From 4 February until 1 May 2016, the Caermersklooster 
Provincial Cultural Centre in Ghent hosted the exhibi-
tion ‘The Call of the Rockies. Pieter Jan De Smet and the 
Indian tragedy’. KADOC, along with its partner MAS|Mu-
seum aan de Stroom (Antwerp), had been working to 
prepare this project intensively for several years. This 
collaboration, between a museum with a superb eth-
nographic collection and KADOC as a cultural archival 
institution, produced an exhibition of cultural histo-
ry that combined historical documents such as letters, 
photographs and prints, with unique Indian objects 
rarely seen in Flanders, such as clothing, weapons and 
utilitarian objects. This combination made the life of De 
Smet and ‘his’ Indians tangible. It also told a story at an-
other level, a not-terribly-pretty part of the history of the 
young United States of America.

The Belgian Jesuit Pierre Jean De Smet (1801-1873), or ‘Great 
Black Robe’ as he was sometimes called, seems to have been 
completely erased from Belgium’s collective memory since 
the 1970s, with the 1983 tumbling down of his statue in Den-
dermonde as a symbolic peak. Nonetheless, De Smet was 
a well-known figure during his rich and varied life. He ap-
peared regularly in the press, published several books, and 
was especially adept at his own public relations, for which 
he made use of emerging technologies such as photography. 
Even after his death, he remained in the public eye and was 
presented as a role model for young people in cartoons and 
books. That is, until he fell – literally – from his pedestal.

MISSIONARY AND INTERMEDIARY 

With a bit of hyperbole, the public life of Pierre Jean De Smet 
can be divided cleanly into two parts. From his arrival in the 
United States in 1821 until about 1850, he was the classic 
nineteenth-century missionary working to ‘save souls’, with 
the subtle difference that from the very beginning, he had an 
unusual admiration for the lifestyles and world views of the 
various Indian tribes with which he came into contact. Start-
ing in 1850, the trust he had built among the Native Ameri-
cans was used, and perhaps even abused, by the American 
government to convince the Indians to make peace with a 
country that was seeking more and more westwards expan-
sion. 

In 1821 Pierre Jean De Smet, barely twenty years old, secretly 
left home for the United States of America, where he intend-
ed to become a missionary. He had a Jesuit education near 
Saint Louis, a thriving commercial city and a cultural cross-
roads at the confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri riv-
ers, where his first contacts with the Indians also occurred. 
In late 1839 he met a delegation of Catholic Iroquois. Sent 
by the Salish, they were searching for ‘black robes’ to give 
them instruction in the Catholic faith. De Smet travelled with 
them to their habitat in the idyllic Bitterroot River valley at 
the foot of the Rocky Mountains, where he had ‘the best time 

A ‘Black Robe’ instructs an Indian couple about het meaning of 
the cross. Drawing by N. Point, 1841-1846.
[St Louis, Jesuit Archives Central United States]



by travellers who had explored the territory right before De 
Smet. The exhibition displayed some special items – such 
as a buffalo robe, a bandoleer and a shield – from the Zu 
Wied Collection of the Linden Museum in Stuttgart. Prince 
zu Wied travelled from Saint Louis to the Upper Missouri in 
the 1830s in the company of Swiss artist Karl Bodmer. The 
latter drew the unspoiled landscapes along the Missouri as 
well as splendid portraits of the chiefs and warriors they 
met. Many of these Bodmer prints were shown for the first 
time in Ghent.

Other museums also furnished some unique objects for 
the exhibition. The Musée des Confluences (Lyon) lent ear-
ly-nineteenth-century objects used by the Osage, a tribe with 
whom De Smet was already in contact in the 1820s. The Po-
towatomi, with whom De Smet founded his first mission in 
1838-1839, were represented with a bag and a club from the 
Musée d’Histoire Naturelle in Lille. Clothing of the Salish, 
with whom De Smet spent his most treasured days, and re-
lated tribes such as the Nez Perce, was on display, including 
a unique men’s shirt from the Landesmuseum in Hannover. 
A robe from the Blackfoot, with whom the Salish had close 
(read ‘hostile’) contact, looked strikingly like a robe that De 
Smet brought to his family (and is now in a private collec-
tion in the US). We found this robe in the Netherlands, in the 
Zeeuws Museum in Middelburg. Calumets and pipe bowls, 
clubs and tomahawks, shirts and moccasins from the Chey-
enne, Santee and the various Sioux tribes were present in 
abundance, from Belgian and foreign collections, including 
some from the MAS museum itself, the Karl May Museum in 

still Indians, and not all of them were constantly walking 
around wearing feather headdresses! 

In a short epilogue, the exhibition addressed this issue, 
ending with the question of whether De Smet had helped 
in the Indians’ tragic downfall. An unambiguous answer is 
difficult to find, and opinions are divided even within Na-
tive American communities. His great ‘mistake’ was that he 
kept his faith in the government for much too long. And the 
Indians had a great deal of faith in him. Not until after 1868 
did he fully realize that the government would never keep 
the promises it made in the treaties, but by then it was too 
late. He had served his purpose and no one in Washington 
cared about the old Black Robe any longer. Seen this way, 
we can safely say that he allowed himself to be used by the 
government to persuade the Indians that they did not have 
a chance against the white ascendancy. However, it was not 
only De Smet who had this opinion; by 1868 many Indian 
chiefs were also tired of fighting and wanted nothing more 
than to be left alone in peace and quiet. 

LETTERS AND CLUBS 

Letters, photos, prints and drawings could have told this 
nuanced story by themselves. But the exhibition presented 
more. It juxtaposed the sources that De Smet and his con-
freres left behind with Indian objects from the nineteenth 
century, things that De Smet ‘could have seen’. In fact, some 
had actually been in his hands, since they had been brought 
to his family and benefactors as gifts. Others were collected 

Pierre Jean De Smet with the chiefs of the Rocky Mountains at 
the signing of the treaty of Fort Vancouver, 1859.
[KADOC, Jesuit Archives - Belgian and Flemish Province]
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which made such an impression on the Indians. He was their 
‘Black Robe’.

‘The Call of the Rockies’ was a joint initiative by  
KADOC-KU Leuven, MAS|Museum aan de Stroom and the 
province of East Flanders, with support from the Flemish 
government, the NV Volksvermogen company and the Flem-
ish Jesuits. You can learn more about De Smet on the website 
www.pjdesmet.be. Most of his publications are available there 
as pdf files. 

[KADOC Nieuwsbrief, 2016/1, 8-13]

Radebeul and the Bernisches Historisches Museum. Even 
the famous war headdresses from the ethnographic collec-
tion of the University of Ghent and from Brussels’ Royal Mu-
seums of Art and History were there.

As stated earlier, De Smet also took along Indian objects 
when he came to Europe (which he did nine times) seeking 
financing and manpower, and left these objects with his 
family and benefactors. The concrete inspiration for the ex-
hibition was incidentally a gift from the De Smet d’Olbecke 
family in Chile, from its De Smet estate to the MAS Museum 
and KADOC. A great many of these objects, including por-
traits and publications, were shown for the first time ever in 
this exhibition. The collection was expanded with several 
jackets in Métis style from the Zwijvekemuseum in Dender-
monde, and a coat, vest and moccasins and a robe from the 
Royal Museums of Art and History in Brussels given to the 
Belgian royal couple by De Smet in 1868. 

Several Belgian collections, such as the archives of the Flem-
ish Jesuits preserved at KADOC, have quite a few original 
documents from De Smet – letters, notes, photos – but his 
actual archives can be consulted at the Jesuit archives in 
Saint Louis. The archives contain a wealth of material, in-
cluding a hundred drawings by De Smet’s confrere Nicolas 
Point, who travelled with De Smet on his second trip to the 
Rocky Mountains. These drawings are a unique document 
of this trip. Many of them were on display in the Caermers- 
klooster in Ghent, as well as the black toga worn by De Smet, 

Pipe-bowl with De Smet and a kneeling indian. A present for  
J. Roothaan, the general of the Jesuits in Rome, probably made 
by the Yankton Sioux by order of De Smet, 1848.
[Antwerp, MAS, donation of François de Smet d’Olbecke, 2010]
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sessing the situation on the ground and making a detailed 
rapport, which often prompts new steps in the diplomatic 
relations. 

PAPAL SOVEREIGNTY 

The diplomatic role of the Vatican is based on a long tradi-
tion, a history going back to the Romans and the ‘Donatio 
Constantini’ (321 A.D.), in which Emperor Constantine the 
Great gave the right to possess property to the still ‘perse-
cuted’ Catholic Church. Through donations to the Church, 
the area around Rome known as the Campagna developed 
into a sovereign state, with the pope as its sovereign repre-
sentative. 

A brief intermezzo was provided by the French Revolution 
(1789), the Napoleonic wars (1796) and the annexation of the 
Papal States by France, and then in 1815 the Congress of Vi-
enna restored papal sovereignty over the Papal States. Until 
the mid-nineteenth century (ca. 1860) they covered as much 
as a third of what is presently Italy. The annexation of Rome 
by Garibaldi’s troops on 20 September 1870 not only sealed 
the process of Italian unification, with the confirmation of 
Rome as the capital, but also signified the beginning of the 
Roman Question, the conflict between the pope and the Ital-
ian state, centred around the temporal sovereignty of the 
pope. Not until 59 years later would there be reconciliation. 
The Lateran treaties (11 February 1929) reconfirmed the pope 
as an independent sovereign, in exchange for a reconcilia-
tion with the Italian state. However, they limited the sover-
eign jurisdiction of the pope to the area around the Vatican 
of about 44 ha. Vatican City is considered an entity sui gene-
ris with an international legal personality under internation-
al law. The pope has sovereign jurisdiction over the territory 
and its population. Vatican City has its own jurisprudence, 
its own laws, authority and enforcement, its own postal sys-
tem and an active and passive right of legation. This separate 
judicial status is important for guaranteeing the independ-
ence of the papacy.

‘L’ŒIL DE ROME’ 
THE HOLY SEE AND ITS DISCRETE 
DIPLOMACY

CARINE DUJARDIN

On 14 and 15 December 2015, the École française de 
Rome and the Collège Pontifical Canadien held a two-
day colloquium on the representation of the Holy See in 
Canada, entitled “Histoire de la délégation apostolique 
du Saint-Siège au Canada (1877-1969)”. The colloquium 
was an initiative of Philippe Roy-Lysencourt (Universi-
té Laval, FNRS-UCL). KADOC was asked to formulate the 
final conclusions. The centre was part of the academic 
committee, along with the Institut d’Études du Chris-
tianisme, BHIR (Belgian Historical Institute, Rome), 
Céfan (Chaire pour le développement de la recherche 
sur la culture d’expression française en Amérique du 
Nord, Université Laval), Ciéq (Centre interuniversitaire 
d’études québécoises), Ehne (Ecrire une Histoire Nou-
velle de l’Europe, Centre André Chastel, Paris) and the 
Sorbonne (Paris 1 - Panthéon).

THE HOLY SEE AND ITS DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATION

As of the beginning of 2016, the Holy See had diplomatic rep-
resentatives in 186 countries, and was represented in numer-
ous international and intergovernmental organizations. The 
nuncio – of which there were 114 at the time – is perhaps the 
best known of the ecclesiastical diplomats. He is the highest 
in rank and heads the Apostolic Nunciature. The nuncio has 
the status of an ambassador, and like any other diplomat ac-
credited in a country, enjoys diplomatic immunity. He has 
additional privileges in countries with a Catholic tradition, 
such as most of Western Europe, Latin and Central Ameri-
ca, where he is the top-ranked diplomat and has priority in 
matters of protocol. His chief task consists of promoting the 
understanding between the Holy See and the government. 
Although his religious task is limited, he reports at regular 
intervals about the state of the Church in the country in 
question. However, he is in the first place an envoy or ‘mes-
senger’ of the pope, and exercises his office separately from 
and with respect for the autonomy of the dioceses.

In countries without official diplomatic relationships with 
the Holy See, he can be represented by an apostolic dele-
gate. Unlike a nuncio, the delegate has no official diplomat-
ic status. He is considered the representative of the pope to 
the clergy and the Catholics in that country. If he does have 
contact with government representatives – for example, to 
improve the relations between church and state – it occurs 
on an informal basis. Often, the appointment of an apostolic 
delegate is the first important step in normalizing the rela-
tions between the Holy See and that country.

The Holy See is entitled to accredit a permanent representa-
tive or ‘observer’ in many international and intergovernmen-
tal organizations, such as the United Nations, the Council of 
Europe, ASEAN (Association of South-East Asian Nations) 
and the Arab League. The pope can also appoint a ‘visitator’ 
at any time. The visitator’s task is limited to thoroughly as-

Visit of Nuncio Micara to the Catholic Workers’ League of Sint-
Niklaas, 1933. On his right-hand side stands Minister Hendrik 
Heyman.
[KADOC, KFA1299]
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the new policy line. An observer from the Vatican was nev-
ertheless barred from the peace negotiations following the 
First World War (Treaty of Versailles, 1919) under pressure 
from Italy. Significantly, at the peace negotiations following 
the Second World War (Treaty of Paris, 1947) representatives 
from the Holy See were permitted, as well as at the newly 
founded international organizations. 

CANADA AND ROME

As a former colony of France and Great Britain, Canada was 
occupied with a fragile and laborious process of integration 
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Oppositions 
had flared up after the settlement of the colonial war (1757-
1763), which gave the former French colony ‘New France’ to 
the British crown as the ‘Province of Québec’. On 1 July 1867, 
the four original provinces (the anglophone and Protestant 
Ontario, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and overwhelm-
ingly francophone and Catholic Québec) united in a confed-
eration with the intention of acquiring autonomy from the 
British throne. This process was only completed partially in 
1931 (Statute of Westminster) and definitively in 1982 (Can-
ada Act). For the Holy See it was not until 1969 that official 
diplomatic relations were established with Canada and an 
apostolic nunciature was installed. Rome had until then 
considered Canada a missionary territory, and papal repre-
sentatives were under the authority of the Propaganda Fide. 

The two-day colloquium in Rome focused on the period from 
1877 to 1969, when there were as yet no official diplomatic re-

PLAYER ON THE ‘CHECKERBOARD OF NATIONS’

In spite of the Roman Question and the status of the pope 
as ‘prisoner of the Vatican’, the Roman diplomacy managed 
to judiciously play a meaningful role in the rapidly evolving 
interplay between the nations. 

The pontificate of Pius IX (1846-1878) was still strongly 
marked by the trauma of the Roman Question. It was char-
acterized by a great intransigence towards liberalism, which 
resulted in diplomatic isolation. Pope Leo XIII (1878-1903), 
with his tactical insights and sense of pragmatism, suc-
ceeded in turning the tide and allowing the Holy See to be 
a significant player in the diplomatic game of nations once 
again. His diplomatic experience, including a stint as a nun-
cio in Belgium, may well have been a contributing factor. By 
working resolutely for the supremacy of the Church in mor-
al, social and even political matters (e.g. the 1891 encycli-
cal Rerum novarum) he managed to regain the ground the 
Church had lost. He pursued an outspoken policy of cen-
tralization, under Roman influence, and focused on interna-
tionalization, based on the universalism of the Church. His 
efforts re-anchored missionary work, or the ‘world mission’, 
at the core of Roman strategy. In this way he succeeded in 
elevating the status of the papacy to a kind of moral world 
authority, whose duty was to play a meaningful role on the 
diplomatic forum.

Although Pius X (1903-1914) turned back the clock somewhat 
with his battle against modernism, his successors continued 

Calendar of 1868 with reference to the struggle of Pope Pius IX 
for the preservation of his sovereignty over the Papal States.
[KADOC, KKC6]

The Belgian Cistercian Jozef Smeulders (Mol 1826 - Rome 1892) 
was appointed Apostolic Commissioner to Canada (1883-1884).
[Bornem, St Bernard’s Abbey]
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worse, with the (in their eyes) radicalized Protestants. The 
fact that the papal delegate had informal and even friendly 
contacts with a liberal and Catholic-hostile government was 
unacceptable. Several apostolic delegates got bad press from 
Québec, as witnessed by the many complaints sent to Rome.

Seen from a wider diplomatic viewpoint, the verdict is more 
nuanced. It emerged from one lecture that in 1875 the Holy 
See feared a civil war and even a schism in the Canadian 
Church after the episcopate of the ecclesiastical province of 
Québec condemned liberal Catholicism in a pastoral letter. 
From this perspective, the mediating and pacifying role of 
the successive apostolic representatives must be considered 
a success. 

If the geopolitical strategy of the Holy See is taken into ac-
count – for the preservation of good diplomatic relations 
with the Old World (the colonial powers of Spain, England 
and France) and the building of diplomatic relations with 
the colonies in the New World (after the Spanish-American 
War in 1895, the superpowers of the future) – then the cau-
tious diplomacy in Canada (without offending the United 
States) must be considered part of a conscious strategy. 

Several speakers attempted to type the diplomatic strategy 
of Rome, and its pragmatism was stressed during the discus-
sions. Some spoke of ‘la grande plasticité de Rome’, ‘l’obéis-
sance et le secret’. Others emphasized that progress in the 
context of Roman diplomacy is still ‘podatim’, in small steps. 
After all, as everyone knows: Rome is working for ‘eternity’. 

[KADOC Nieuwsbrief, 2016/2, 6-12]

lations between Canada and Rome. The first session focused 
on the period 1877-1899, when the Holy See sent represent-
atives with a limited mission to Canada, such as the Belgian 
Cistercian Jozef Smeulders (1883-1884). The second session 
dealt with the period of the permanent apostolic delegation 
(1899-1969), which remarkably enough came at the request 
of a liberal Canadian government. The attention of the third 
session was directed towards the implications of the apostol-
ic delegation in Canada, relations with the Ruthenian Chris-
tian immigrants, the European missionary institutes and the 
wealth of the Roman archives associated with the apostolic 
delegation. 

The lectures were interesting and diverse, and revealed the 
complexity of the Canadian context: its religious diversi-
ty (Protestants and Catholics, with immigration upsetting 
the balance, regular and secular clergy, local hierarchy and 
European missionary institutes), the political oppositions 
(between liberals and conservatives, between provincialist 
and pan-Canadian leanings) and the associated social and 
cultural issues (the school battle around Manitoba, the uni-
versity question around Laval). There was a striking similar-
ity to Belgium, with the issues around having two language 
territories. Here as well, many ‘compromis belge à la cana-
dienne’ were created. In addition, the complexity of the sit-
uation (including the oppositions between the Propaganda 
Fide and the Secretariat of State, the various curial congre-
gations, papal councils and commissions) and the resource-
fulness of Roman diplomacy were fascinating topics. 

FAILURE OR SUCCESS?

One question that occupied the speakers was whether the 
apostolic delegation in Canada should be seen as a suc-
cess or a failure. From the perspective of the ‘francophonie 
québécoise’ the balance was convincingly negative. The 
Catholic hierarchy of Québec felt it had been abandoned and 
even silenced by the Holy See in a number of crucial social 
conflicts in which it had engaged. The Catholics found it 
frustrating that the representative/delegate of the pope kept 
contacts with their English-speaking counterparts, or even 

The Belgian Redemptorists took care for the apostolate 
among the Ukrainian Ruthenian-Christian immigrants in 
Canada. The photo shows the Ruthenian Christians of Jasmin 
(Saskatchewan) in front of their church, 1912.
[KADOC, CSSR, Image Archive, 485]
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There was, presumably, no Catholic publisher north of the 
Alps who had ever seen the pope personally in the first half 
of the nineteenth century. This changed in the second half 
of the century with the upswing of Ultramontanism. Sud-
denly, the Catholic publishers were contending for official 
papal recognition. Members of publishing families such as 
Benziger and Herder travelled continually to Rome to meet 
leading members of the clergy and even the pope himself. 
The Belgians Henri and Jules Desclée also used to ‘look over 
the Alps’ to Rome. Before 1870 both brothers were involved 
actively in the defence of the Papal State against the Italian 
troops, Henri on an organizational level, and Jules as a vol-
untary soldier in the papal army (called ‘Papal Zouaves’). 

However, we should not think of the Catholic publishing sec-
tor as merely a ‘branch of the pulpit’. Each publisher had his 
own motivation and each publishing house pursued its own 
commercial strategies. Some publishers, such as Desclée, 
were motivated by a deep desire to defend the ‘doctrine of 
the Holy See’ against secular society, as Henri Desclée stat-
ed in 1883. Other publishers, including Benziger and Mame, 
seem to have been driven less by religious zeal than by eco-
nomic motives. 

However, they all had to balance the interests of the church 
hierarchy with those of the Catholic people (the ‘consumers’ 

PIOUS INDUSTRY
THE FORGOTTEN ROLE OF THE CATHO-
LIC PUBLISHING SECTOR 

HEINZ NAUER

The ‘religious revival’ that started in 1830 was attend-
ed by a media offensive by the Catholic Church. ‘Bad’ 
Protestant or secular reading was countered by ‘good’ 
Catholic reading. It was not only the clergy who were 
involved in this struggle for ‘good’ media; lay authors, 
intellectuals, artisans and painters also fought for the 
‘Catholic cause’. But who printed and distributed their 
books, articles and artwork? The crucial role of Catholic 
publishing houses in the process of ‘Catholic mobiliza-
tion’ has somehow been forgotten. 

Over the course of the nineteenth century, hundreds of 
Catholic publishing houses arose in Germany, Switzer-
land, France, Belgium and elsewhere in Europe. Some of 
them turned into huge industrial enterprises with hundreds 
and sometimes more than a thousand employees, and had 
branches not only in Europe but also in North and South 
America. In Germany, perhaps the most influential Catholic 
publisher of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
was Herder in Freiburg (established in 1801). Herder became 
a meeting point for an international network of Catholic 
intellectuals. In Switzerland, Benziger (est. 1792) in Ein-
siedeln, a village and popular pilgrimage site in the central 
part of the country, developed into an industrial enterprise 
with around a thousand employees in the 1870s. Benziger 
was specialized in the production of prayer books as well as 
devotional pictures, which contemporary critics claimed to 
be ‘kitschy’. In France the Mame family’s company in Tours 
(est. 1797) developed into one of the biggest printing indus-
tries in all of Europe, with an output of around 6 million 
books per year in the 1850s − most of them with religious 
content. In Belgium the strict ultramontanists Henri (1830-
1917) and Jules Desclée (1833-1911) and their brother-in-law 
Alphonse De Brouwer (1850-1937) established a publishing 
house in Bruges in 1877. With its lithographs and highly or-
nate liturgical publications, Desclée De Brouwer participat-
ed in the Belgian ‘Neo-Gothic movement’. Desclée De Brou-
wer also developed into a remarkable industrial enterprise, 
with around 750 employees before World War I.

Religious institutes also became active in the publishing 
business during the course of the nineteenth century. In 
Paris the congregation of the Assumptionists established 
the publishing house ‘La Maison de la Bonne Presse’ (today 
Bayard) in 1873, which was specialized in religious maga-
zines and newspapers. In Belgium, the Premonstratensians 
of Averbode established a publishing and printing business 
in 1877, which later became well known for its weekly mag-
azines for adults and children. Parallel to these foundations 
of publishing houses by religious institutes we can observe a 
‘clericalization’ of the older publishing houses such as Her- 
der, Benziger and Mame. From about the 1830s onwards 
these publishers started to work closely together with reli-
gious institutes. Benziger, for instance, started a close col-
laboration with the monks of the Benedictine abbey in Ein-
siedeln in the 1840s. 

Cover of a catalogue of the Benziger publishing house, 1892.
[Private collection]



es. Some of them, like Benziger, never regained the econom-
ic power and international reach they had in the late nine-
teenth century. Others, however, like the publishing house 
of Averbode, experienced an upswing in this era. Especially 
its popular weekly magazines for children such as Zonneland 
(Petits Belges), which was launched in 1920, were a 
lasting success (see the KADOC publication Averbode, een 
uitgever apart).

Nowadays, it is hardly possible to run a successful pub-
lishing business with a strict Catholic orientation. Many of 
the old Catholic publishing houses − amongst them Ben-
ziger − disappeared or have merged with bigger publishing 
groups. The ones that still exist, such as Herder or Averbode, 
have adapted themselves to the secular environment of the 
21st century and speak more of ‘Weltanschauung’ and ‘Werte’ 
than of Catholicism and the doctrine of the Church.

The Swiss historian Heinz Nauer, from the University of  
Lucerne, has a PhD in History (13 Feb. 2017) with the disser-
tation “Pious Industry: The Benziger Publishing House in its 
International Context, 1800-1920”. From September 2015 until 
March 2016 he was at KADOC as a guest researcher.

[KADOC Nieuwsbrief, 2016/3, 12-16]

of their products). As entrepreneurs, they made concessions 
to influential members of the clergy. In return they could ex-
pand in new markets that were in the ‘wind shadow’ of the 
Church, so to speak. The bishops in particular were crucial 
‘stakeholders’ of the publishing houses. ‘Leaflets are what 
help us to find many subscribers [for religious magazines], 
but the bishops help even more so,’ the publisher Nikolaus 
Benziger (1830-1908) wrote in a letter in 1867. 

The Catholic publishing houses did not only produce genu-
ine Catholic media like prayer or liturgical books. They also 
adapted modern media such as newspapers, magazines, 
children’s literature and colour prints and thus tried to beat 
their ‘enemies’ with their own weapons. The mass produc-
tion and distribution of these kinds of media was a strate-
gy that could enable Catholics to participate in the modern 
(media) world and still remain good Catholics. This process 
was enforced in the decades around 1900, and especially in 
the 1920s after World War I, when the Church and leading 
Catholics intensified their endeavours for an exchange with 
the modern world. Many of the publishing houses respond-
ed to the challenges posed by modern life and rapid change 
as they restructured their publishing profiles. Herder, for 
instance, put more money and effort than ever into the pro-
duction of theological and scientific publications and thus 
wanted to contribute to the modern structuring of knowl-
edge from a Catholic point of view. The prayer books pub-
lished by Benziger turned more and more into ‘guidebooks’ 
for practical questions of daily life. ‘In our times catechisms 
are just not sufficient anymore,’ Nikolaus Benziger observed 
back in 1885. 

World War I and the social changes in the interwar period 
led to many challenges for the traditional publishing hous-

Averbode Abbey, ca. 1900. The shed roofs and smoking chim-
neys reveal the publishing and printing activities of the abbey. 
Detail of a poster for the celebration of Our Lady of the Sacred 
Heart, 1902.
[Averbode, Abbey Archives]
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our and texture were not only determined by the natures of 
the various initiators or organizers, but also by its target au-
dience and the type of education provided. Moreover, there 
are the undeniable roles played by individual actors or par-
ticular events. 

In Belgium, Catholic education found its natural anchor 
points not in the state, but in the family and in civil soci-
ety, with the Church as a supernatural capstone. State in-
tervention was vigorously restricted by a political culture 
that was strongly attached to individual freedom and the 
autonomy of local authority. In fact, Catholic education in 
Belgium grew organically, which is why it provides such a 
clear mirror of the evolving society and the range of commu-
nities that are part of it. The evolution these communities 
underwent, and the values, questions and expectations they 
had, were reflected in aspects of the Catholic schools such as 
their organizational culture, pedagogical plans and educa-
tional content. Although this was sometimes a slow process, 
it sometimes also took place at a speed and skilfulness that 
even give rise to speculations that Catholic education antici-
pated some of these changes. 

Briefly, we can distinguish five stages: 1) the expansion of el-
ementary and vocational education (1830-1918); 2) the devel-
opment of technical daytime and industrial evening educa-
tion (1918-1945); 3) a dual restructuring after the war with the 
organization of technical education (more theoretical) and 
professional education (more practical) for both boys and 
girls, and the gradual democratization of general secondary 
education (1945-1960); 4) achieving equal opportunities in 
modernizing secondary education (1960-1975); and lastly 5) 
the regionalization of education, which allowed each cultur-
al community in Belgium to emphasize its own priorities.

The broadening of Catholic education in Belgian society 
went along with a second process of growth into a greater 
organizational homogeneity. In a sense, these two process-
es occurred in parallel with each other. Through a long and 
sometimes difficult route they produced an umbrella struc-
ture, which only finally took form in 1957, in what was known 
as the ‘Guimardstraat’ (the address of the head offices) and 
later in response to regionalization also as the ‘avenue Mou-

CATHOLIC EDUCATION IN BELGIUM
PUBLICATION
JAN DE MAEYER & PAUL WYNANTS

Bringing up and educating children is a sensitive and 
complex matter. Education goes along with high ex-
pectations and ambitions, and the same is true for the 
new publication by KADOC in cooperation with the 
umbrella organizations Katholiek Onderwijs Vlaande-
ren and SeGEC (Secrétariat général de l’enseignement 
catholique Communautés française et germanophone 
de Belgique). The book Katholiek Onderwijs in België. 
Identiteiten in evolutie, 19de-21ste eeuw / L’Enseigne-
ment catholique en Belgique. Identités en évolution XIXe-
XXe siècles is the result of a large-scale research project 
on which no less than 27 authors collaborated. It covers 
the entire country over a long period, is devoted to all 
types of education (with the exception of the universi-
ty) and sheds light on the roles played by the various 
protagonists (from the bishops to the students and their 
parents). Moreover, it is intended as more than pure-
ly a synthesis of existing historiography. In sum, it is a 
‘cultural biography’ of Catholic education in Belgium, 
in which the different identities of Belgian Catholic ed-
ucation are delineated – identities that were conceived, 
constructed, experienced, observed, co-opted and con-
tested. They took form as ideas, values, discourse, texts 
and standards, and were visible in symbols, presenta-
tions, conduct and practices. They were also expressed 
in the social climate and the ambience, the methods of 
administration and financing, or the way one interacted 
with others, be they men or women, adults or children, 
Christians or non-Christians.

The first section of the book provides an overview of the legal, 
political and institutional framework of Catholic education 
in Belgium. To a large extent, this framework determined the 
opportunities for the network to develop. The second section 
is dedicated to the ‘building blocks’ – the different types of 
education and the main central (national) actors active in 
the history of the extensive Catholic education network. The 
third section presents the ‘cultural characteristics’ of Catho-
lic education, such as its religious dimension, its pedagogy 
or educational method, the profiles of the teachers, gender 
representation and extracurricular activities. Portraits of ten 
representative protagonists are woven into the various sec-
tions and articles. The carefully selected iconography makes 
the story concrete and understandable in another way. 

The history of Catholic education in Belgium is anything but 
a linear progression, and is extremely complex. Four ‘hazy’ 
core characteristics of Catholic education emerged from the 
research: diversity and homogeneity, local and global, flexi-
bility and a rigid organizational culture and lastly, paternal-
ism and emancipation. They are outlined briefly below.

DIVERSITY AND HOMOGENEITY

Seen historically, Catholic education reveals a great diversity 
of educational realities, practices and ideas. From a histori-
cal perspective, the Catholic school landscape can be called 
very similar to a patchwork quilt. Its many differences in col-

A sister of Mercy, teaching in the first year of the primary 
school. Photo, ca. 1960.
[KADOC]



From this came the tendency to universality, shown by, for 
example, the worldwide spread of pedagogical models with 
a homogeneous basis, the support for the missionary move-
ment all the way down to the classroom level, and the spread 
of behavioural models that were held up to students all over 
the West and far away.

FLEXIBILITY AND A RIGID ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 

Over the centuries, Catholic education had achieved a large 
and even dominant market share in Belgium. This was partly 
due to the strongly local grounding of the Catholic school 
network, which allowed a finger to be kept on the pulse of 
the varying social needs regarding the transfer of knowledge 
and attitudes, and which thus also required great flexibili-
ty. In this connection, several contributions pointed to the 
nearly inestimable availability of the religious institutes that 
dedicated themselves to an apostolate of education and up-
bringing. But anticipating and responding to evolving ed-
ucational needs also required seeking the necessary finan-
cial means. Initially, the spatial and typological expansion 
(as well as that of its target audience) seemed to manage on 
what the dioceses, religious institutes and local communi-
ties could put together from their own funds, revenues and 
sponsoring. However, to keep meeting the growing social 
demand in order to keep up with the tempo of modernity, 
public support became indispensable. This public support 
obviously did not come without new or additional strings 
attached: thus, over the previous centuries, schools had to 
learn to deal with the requirements of an increasingly wide 
subsidy stream. They needed to make a new culture of ac-

nier’. Thus it was not until the second half of the twentieth 
century that Catholic education was given a face. However, 
this does not mean that Catholic education thereby acquired 
a uniform structure or a centralized organizational structure. 
In essence it is an umbrella structure, one that did not re-
place either the local school committees or governing bod-
ies, and which remains the same today. 

LOCAL AND GLOBAL

The local embedding was observable on at least four levels. 
First, a large number of schools were set up by local actors, 
clergy or laypeople, to meet the needs of village or urban 
communities. If initiatives were encouraged from a higher 
level, such as a diocese or major congregation, it was often 
in response to a demand from the local level such as the pa-
rochial clergy, laypeople or the municipal government. Sec-
ond, these institutions were organized and financed largely 
thanks to local structures, and they had a certain autonomy. 
Third, the village or town communities were closely involved 
with these institutions. Fourth, the Catholic school was the 
initiator of extracurricular activities that gave structure to 
life in the towns and villages. It was moreover the meeting 
place for intensely local-level club activities, with the teach-
ers often the driving forces behind them. 

This local embedding was combined with an openness to the 
larger world. The Catholic schools maintained close ties with 
the Catholic Church, which in turn was now firmly embed-
ded on every continent. The schools were frequently in the 
hands of religious institutes with an international character. 

Lesson on the Foucault pendulum at the Jesuit College of 
Tournai. Photo, ca. 1890.
[KADOC, Jesuit Archives - BML]
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as the opposition of some Catholics to educational reforms. 
This gave rise to a dual evolution, which was expressed not 
only in religious education, but also in the global view of 
Catholic education. The rise of pluralism in Western society 
could not be ignored. The relationships toward the churches 
and religion were changing, which had repercussions for the 
‘mission’ of the Catholic school. No longer could it limit itself 
to transmitting a spiritual and religious heritage. Without 
turning its back on the Christian tradition, which remained 
the basis of its approach, it had to enter into new challenges 
from a society that had become heterogeneous: it had to up-
date the central questions and be open to the transcendental 
dimension, in dialogue with other convictions, religious or 
not, and encourage full-fledged Christian engagement. At 
the social level, the same current of emancipation gained the 
upper hand. The Catholic school no longer defines its objec-
tives in terms of continuing the existing social hierarchy. In a 
society that is still unequal, it intends to offer every student 
every opportunity for intellectual and cultural development. 
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countability their own, and also to learn to deal with input 
from the government. 

The great flexibility of Catholic education, whereby the mod-
els and traditions passed down were continually brought ‘up 
to date’ and thus transmitted to new generations of teachers 
and students, went along with a rigid organizational culture. 
Here we see the proverbial flip side of the coin. In the past 
two centuries, clinging to tradition sometimes got the upper 
hand over the desired dialogue with society. This obdurate 
organizational culture was characterized by great respect 
for authority and hierarchy and obedience to the superior, 
mother superior or director. At the same time, greater rigour 
and a pattern of high expectations for teachers and students, 
not to mention parents, manifested themselves in Catholic 
education. This often led to a certain adherence to formality, 
which was aptly expressed in the countless school regula-
tions. This rigour also formed a barrier to the gradual but 
necessary integration of laypeople as professional teachers. 
In fact, this was what kept married women from breaking 
into working in education until the early 1960s, since it per-
petuated the ideal of an unmarried women who could devote 
herself completely to teaching, and by analogy the assump-
tion that a married woman would be completely devoted to 
and available to her husband and family. 

The organizational culture was also characterized by a 
strong sense of thrift, although after 1890-1900 a blind eye 
was sometimes turned for the construction and sometimes 
lavish decoration of chapels or prestigious new complexes. 
This infrastructure was intended to display the clout, as well 
as the modernity, of the Catholic school network. However, 
this observed thriftiness persisted and also was accompa-
nied by a great belief in the subsidiarity principle and the 
previously mentioned suspicion of the state and civil agen-
cies tasked with supervising child-rearing and education. In 
the book it is put forward that the obdurate organizational 
culture probably can best be characterized as an outspoken 
belief in the correctness and the success of its own approach. 

BETWEEN PATERNALISM AND EMANCIPATION: 
CHRISTIAN IDENTITY 

Until the early 1960s, Catholic schools were integrated in a 
kind of ideological and organizational bastion: the pre-Vat-
ican II Church. Religion was mainly defined in terms of un-
disputed dogmas and unchanging practices. Certainly, there 
were also currents of innovation, but they often had difficul-
ty making themselves visible. The guardian’s role was ex-
ercised by Rome (Roma locuta est) and the bishops. On the 
social level, paternalism dominated for a very long time, de-
spite the often-decisive engagement of clergy and laypeople 
in emancipation movements such as Christian democracy or 
the Flemish movement. It was at once conservative and mer-
itocratic. Its primary aim was to prepare every student for the 
role assigned by the paternalistic social order, according to 
sex and social origins. The opportunities for social upward 
mobility were reserved for a small minority, formed by those 
called ‘the best’ in the vocabulary of the time.

The social changes and the evolution of the Church that came 
with the Second Vatican Council changed the course towards 
greater emancipation, in spite of occasional resistance such 

Poster-stamps to protest against Minister Collard’s education 
policy, 1955.
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